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Abstract
The Harmonic Oscillator (HO) and Gaussian (GS) wave functions within the Binary Cluster Model (BCM) were employed to investigate neutron, proton and matter densities of the ground state as well as the elastic proton form factors of one neutron $^8$Li and $^{22}$N halo nuclei. The long tail is a property that is clearly shown in the neutron density. The existence of a long tail in the neutron densities of $^8$Li and $^{22}$N indicates that these nuclei have a neutron halo structure. Moreover, the matter rms radii and the reaction cross section ($\sigma_R$) of these nuclei were calculated using the Glauber model.
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1. Introduction
The phenomena of nuclei far from $\beta$-stability are possible to be studied due to the experimental progress of radioactive ion beams. The neutron halos in some neutron-rich nuclei was an exciting discovery observed by interaction cross section measurements [1,2]. A series of nuclei near the neutron drip line were identified, in which neutron halo or neutron skin exists [3-5]. However, the behavior of the proton halo is different from that of the neutron halo because the repulsive Coulomb barrier is responsible for halo formation. The measurements of the reaction cross section ($\sigma_R$) have been used to estimate the sizes and matter distributions of exotic nuclei using the Optical Limit Approximation (OLA) of the Glauber model [6].

The valence neutron in the nucleus $^8$Li has small separation energy of 2.032 MeV. This suggests that $^8$Li is an interesting candidate for exploring the halo structure formation. Many calculations, such as the shell model, ab initio calculations, the cluster model, the relativistic
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mean field and the Hartree-Fock method have been considered to study the halo nuclei structure [7-10]. Abdullah [11] used the Binary Cluster Model (BCM) and the Two-Frequency Shell Model (TFSM) to study the ground state matter densities of neutron-rich $^4$He and $^{11}$Li halo nuclei. Calculations showed that both models provide a good description on the matter density distribution of the above nuclei. The root-mean square (rms) proton, neutron and matter radii of these halo nuclei were successfully obtained by TFSM. The elastic charge form factors for these halo nuclei were studied through combining the charge density distribution obtained by TFSM with the Plane Wave Born Approximation (PWBA). Fan et al. [12] used the transmission method at intermediate energies to measure $\sigma_R$ of $^8$Li using $^9$Be, $^{12}$C, $^{27}$Al, and proton targets. Using a modified Glauber model, they calculated the density distribution of $^8$Li. Abdullah [13] has investigated the ground state features such as the proton, neutron and matter densities, the rms nuclear radii of unstable neutron-rich $^{14}$B, $^{15}$C, $^{19}$C and $^{22}$N nuclei using the cosh potential radial wave functions within the two-body model of $(\text{Core}+n)$. The obtained results showed that the cosh potential radial wave functions of the two-body model are capable of reproducing neutron halo in these nuclei.

In this work, the harmonic oscillator (HO) and Gaussian (GS) wave functions within the BCM were employed to investigate neutron, proton and matter densities in the ground state as well as the elastic proton form factors of one neutron $^8$Li and $^{22}$N halo nuclei. Moreover, matter rms radii and the reaction cross section ($\sigma_R$) of these nuclei were calculated using the Optical Limit Approximation (OLA) of Glauber model.

2. Theory

The halo nuclei in BCM [14] are treated as composite projectiles (Figure 1) with an $A_p$ mass as core and halo (valence) clusters with masses of $A_c$ and $A_v$, respectively, bounded with a state of relative motion. It is assumed that $A_c \geq A_v$. The matter density of the composite projectile is given by [15]:

$$\rho_m(r) = \rho_c(r) + \rho_v(r),$$

where the core and valence densities are denoted by $\rho_c(r)$ and $\rho_v(r)$, respectively.

Two distributions were adopted in this study, namely; harmonic oscillator (HO) and Gaussian (GS) distributions.

The densities of the core and halo clusters in the HO distribution are described using HO wave functions [16]:

$$\rho_c(r) = \frac{1}{4\pi} \sum_{n}\chi_c^{n}\left|R_{\text{ne}}(r, \hat{b}_c)\right|^2$$

$$\rho_v(r) = \frac{1}{4\pi}\chi_v^{n}\left|R_{\text{ne}}(r, \hat{b}_v)\right|^2$$

where $\chi_c^{n}$ represents the number of protons or neutrons and $R_{\text{ne}}(r)$ is the radial wave functions of HO potential.

Whereas, the densities of the core and halo clusters in the GS distribution are described using GS wave functions [14]:

$$\rho_m(r) = A_c g^{(3)}(\hat{a}_c, r) + A_v g^{(3)}(\hat{a}_v, r),$$

where $g^{(3)}$ is the Gaussian function.

$$g^{(3)}(\hat{a}_c, r) = \frac{1}{\pi^{3/2}\hat{a}_c^{3/2}} e^{-r^2/\hat{a}_c^2}, \quad \int g^{(3)}(\alpha_c, r) d\hat{r} = 1$$

The GS $\hat{a}_c^2, \hat{a}_v^2$ and HO $\left(\hat{b}_c^2, \hat{b}_v^2\right)$ size parameters are given by [14,16]:

$$\hat{g}_c^2 = g_c^2 + \left(\frac{A_v g}{A_v + A_c} \right)^2, \quad \hat{g}_v^2 = g_v^2 + \left(\frac{A_c g}{A_v + A_c} \right)^2, \quad g \equiv \alpha, b$$

The matter density distribution in Eq. (1) can be written in terms of neutron density [$\rho^n(r)$] and proton density [$\rho^p(r)$] as follows [17]:

$$\rho_m(r) = \rho_n(r) + \rho_p(r)$$

where $\rho_n(r)$ and $\rho_p(r)$ are the neutron and proton densities, respectively.
where
\[ \rho_m(r) = \rho^n(r) + \rho^p(r), \]  
and
\[ \rho^n(r) = \rho^{\pi}_c(r) + \rho^{\pi}_v(r), \]  
\[ \rho^p(r) = \rho^{\pi}_c(r) + \rho^{\pi}_v(r). \]  

Figure 1- The coordinates of the target and two-cluster projectile [14].

The elastic form factors for the investigated nuclei are calculated using the proton densities obtained via HO distributions with the Plane Wave Born Approximation (PWBA), which can be represented as [18]:
\[ F(q) = \frac{4\pi}{Z} \int_0^\infty \rho_p(r)j_0(qr)r^2dr, \]  
where \( j_0(qr) \) is the zero-order spherical Bessel function and \( q \) is the momentum transfer from the incident electron to the target nucleus. Inclusion of the corrections of the finite nucleon size \( F_{fs}(q) = \exp(-0.43q^2/4) \) and the center of mass \( F_{cm}(q) = \exp(b^2q^2/4A) \) in the calculations needs multiplying the form factor of Eq. (10) by these corrections.

The GS wave functions within the OLA of the Glauber model is employed to calculate the overlap of the considered nuclei which can be written as [19]:
\[ \sigma_R = 2\pi \int [1 - T(b)] b db, \]  
where \( T(b) \) is the transparency function at impact parameter \( b \).

The \( T(b) \) in the OLA is given by [14]:
\[ T(b) = |S^{el}_{et}(b)|^2, \]  
where \( S^{el}_{et}(b) \) is the elastic S-matrix for the target-projectile system given as [14]:
\[ S^{el}_{et}(b) = \exp[iO_{PT}(b)] \]  
The overlap \( |O_{PT}(b)| \) of the projectile and target ground state densities (\( \rho_p \) and \( \rho_T \), respectively) is given as [14]:
\[ O_{PT}(b) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dR_3 \int d\tilde{r}_1 \int d\tilde{r}_2 \rho_p(r_1)\rho_T(r_2)f_{NN}(|\tilde{r}_1 + \tilde{r}_2|) \]  

3. Results and discussion

The BCM with the HO and GS wave functions were used to study the neutron, proton and matter densities of the ground state as well as the elastic proton form factors of one neutron.
$^8\text{Li}$ ($S_n=2.032$ Mev, $\tau_{1/2} = 8.399$ s) and $^{22}\text{N}$ ($S_n= 1.28$MeV $\tau_{1/2} = 24$ ms) [20, 21] halo nuclei. Two distributions in BCM calculations were adopted which are: HO and GS distributions. Moreover, the matter rms radii and $\sigma_R$ of selected nuclei were calculated using the OLA of Glauber model.

The HO wave functions were used to describe the densities of the core and halo clusters in the HO distribution. It was considered that $^8\text{Li}$ [$^{22}\text{N}$] is composed of one valence neutron in $1p_{1/2}$ [$2s_{1/2}$] with $^7\text{Li}$ [$^{21}\text{N}$] core nucleus which has the configuration $(1s_{1/2})^4$, $(1p_{3/2})^3 ((1s_{1/2})^4$, $(1p_{3/2})^3$, $(1p_{1/2})^3$, $(1d_{5/2})^6)$. The GS wave functions were used to describe the densities of the core and halo clusters in the GS distribution. The HO and GS size parameters used in the present calculations for selected halo nuclei were obtained by Eq. (6) and are tabulated in Table 1. The HO ($b$) and GS ($\alpha$) size parameters for stable nuclei $^6\text{Li}$ and $^{15}\text{N}$ were adjusted to reproduce the experimental rms matter radii for these nuclei as shown in Table 2.

### Table 1 - The HO and GS size parameters for halo $^8\text{Li}$ and $^{22}\text{N}$ nuclei

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Halo Nucleus</th>
<th>Core nucleus</th>
<th>HO</th>
<th>GS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^7\text{Li}$</td>
<td>$^7\text{Li}$</td>
<td>$1.589$</td>
<td>$3.288$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{22}\text{N}$</td>
<td>$^{22}\text{N}$</td>
<td>$2.322$</td>
<td>$3.959$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 - The HO and GS size parameters for stable $^6\text{Li}$ and $^{15}\text{N}$ nuclei

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stable nucleus</th>
<th>$b$ (fm)</th>
<th>$\alpha$ (fm)</th>
<th>$\langle r_n^2 \rangle^{1/2}$ (fm)</th>
<th>$\langle r_m^2 \rangle^{1/2}$ (fm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^6\text{Li}$</td>
<td>$1.714$</td>
<td>$1.899$</td>
<td>$2.32$</td>
<td>$2.32$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{15}\text{N}$</td>
<td>$1.625$</td>
<td>$1.976$</td>
<td>$2.42$</td>
<td>$2.42$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculated and experimental matter density distributions for $^8\text{Li}$ (parts $a$ and $b$) and $^{22}\text{N}$ (parts $c$ and $d$) halo nuclei are depicted in Figure 2 which are represented by dot-dash red curves and gray area [23, 24], respectively. The density distributions of the core and valence neutron are also plotted in this figure, the black and green curves. These distributions were calculated by the GS [Figures 2(a) and 2(c)] and HO [Figures 2(b) and 2(d)] methods. The significant property of the dot-dash red curves is the long tail (the distinctive property of halo nucleus). It was found from the above comparison between the calculated and the experimental results that the experimental matter density distributions for the selected halo nuclei are reproduced well by the present calculations using the GS and HO distributions.

In Figure 3 the black, green and dot-dash red curves represent the proton, neutron and matter density distributions, respectively. These distributions were calculated by the GS [Figures 3(a) and 3(c)] and HO [Figures 3(b) and 3(d)] methods. The long tail is a property that is clearly revealed in the density of the neutrons since it is found in halo orbits. Since protons are absent in the halo orbit and all protons of these nuclei are present in their cores, the black curves have a steep slope. The existence of a long tail in the neutron density distributions of $^8\text{Li}$ and $^{22}\text{N}$ indicates that these nuclei have a neutron halo structure.

In Figure 4, the dot-dash red and green curves represent matter densities of unstable ($^8\text{Li}$, $^{22}\text{N}$) and stable ($^6\text{Li}$, $^{15}\text{N}$) nuclei, respectively. The dot-dash red curves extend much farther than the green curves due to the weak binding of the last neutron in $^8\text{Li}$ and $^{22}\text{N}$.

The proton densities obtained by HO distributions within the PWBA are employed to calculate the elastic form factors of the unstable ($^8\text{Li}$, $^{22}\text{N}$) and stable ($^6\text{Li}$, $^{15}\text{N}$) nuclei which are presented in Figure 5. In this figure, the red and green curves correspond to the calculated C0 form factors of unstable and stable nuclei, respectively, whereas, the filled circle curves represent the experimental data of the stable nuclei $^6\text{Li}$ [25] and $^{15}\text{N}$ [26]. According to these calculated results, one diffraction minimum appears in each of the red and green curves. The
red curve minimum location shifts to the right due to the difference in the center of mass correction.

**Figure 2** - The calculated and experimental matter densities for halo $^8\text{Li}$ and $^{22}\text{N}$ nuclei.
Figure 3 - The proton, neutron and matter densities for halo $^8$Li and $^{22}$N nuclei.

Figure 4 - The calculated matter densities for $^{6,8}$Li and $^{15,22}$N nuclei.
Figure 5- Elastic form factors for $^{6,8}$Li and $^{15,22}$N nuclei.

The GS wave functions within the OLA of the Glauber model were employed to calculate $\sigma_R$ of $^{6,8}$Li and $^{15,22}$N nuclei on $^{12}$C target. The obtained results are summarized in Table 3 together with the analogous experimental data [12, 27]. The calculated results give a good description of the experimental $\sigma_R$.

Table 3- The experimental and calculated $\sigma_R$ for $^{8}$Li and $^{22}$N halo nuclei.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Halo nuclei</th>
<th>Energy (MeV) [12, 27]</th>
<th>Calculated $\sigma_R$ (mb)</th>
<th>Experimental $\sigma_R$ (mb) [12, 27]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{8}$Li</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1044</td>
<td>1037 ± 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>105</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>870 ± 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>790</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>768 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{22}$N</td>
<td>965</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1245 ± 49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 demonstrates the dependence of $\sigma_R$ (in mb), calculated via the OLA of Glauber model, on matter rms radii (in fm) for $^{8}$Li (Figure 6 (a)) and for $^{22}$N (Figure 6 (b)) exotic nuclei on $^{12}$C target at high energy. The green lines and the horizontal magenta lines are the calculated and the experimental $\sigma_R$, respectively, whereas the shaded area refers to the error bar of the experimental $\sigma_R$. The intersection point of the green line and magenta line refer to the calculated matter rms radius ($\langle r_m^2 \rangle^{1/2}$) of the halo nuclei. It is noted from Figure 6(a) for $^{8}$Li [Figure 6(b) for $^{22}$N] that the calculated $\langle r_m^2 \rangle^{1/2}$ of $^{8}$Li [$^{22}$N] is equal to 2.495 [3.14] fm which give a good agreement with the experimental value $2.50\pm0.06$ [3.08±0.13] fm [6, 27].
4. Summary and conclusions

The HO and GS wave functions within the BCM were employed to investigate neutron, proton and matter densities in the ground state as well as the elastic proton form factors of one neutron $^8$Li and $^{22}$N halo nuclei. Two distributions in BCM calculations, namely: HO and GS distributions, were adopted. The experimental matter density distributions for selected halo nuclei were reproduced well by the present calculations using the GS and HO distributions. The long tail is a property that is clearly revealed in the density of the neutrons since it is found in halo orbits. The existence of a long tail in the neutron density distributions of $^8$Li and $^{22}$N indicates that these nuclei have a neutron halo structure. Moreover, the matter rms radii and $\sigma_R$ of these nuclei were calculated using the OLA of Glauber model at high energy. The calculated results of matter rms radii and $\sigma_R$ gave a good description of the experimental data.
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